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ABSTRACT

Conventional wisdom is that lidar pulses do not significantly penetrate clouds having an optical thickness
exceeding about � � 2, and that no returns are detectible from more than a shallow skin depth. Yet optically
thicker clouds of � � 2 reflect a larger fraction of visible photons and account for much of the earth’s global
average albedo. As cloud-layer thickness grows, an increasing fraction of reflected photons are scattered
multiple times within the cloud and return from a diffuse concentric halo that grows around the incident
pulse, increasing in horizontal area with layer physical thickness. The reflected halo is largely undetected by
narrow field-of-view (FOV) receivers commonly used in lidar applications. Cloud Thickness from Offbeam
Returns (THOR) is an airborne wide-angle detection system with multiple FOVs, capable of observing the
diffuse halo as a wide-angle signal, from which the physical thickness of optically thick clouds can be
retrieved. This paper describes the THOR system, demonstrates that the halo signal is stronger for thicker
clouds, and presents a validation of physical thickness retrievals for clouds having � � 20, from NASA’s
P-3B flights over the Department of Energy’s Atmospheric Radiation Measurement Southern Great Plains
site, using the lidar, radar, and other ancillary ground-based data.

1. Introduction

Conventional wisdom is that lidar pulses quickly fade
away after penetrating clouds to an optical thickness of
about 2. Beyond this limit, multiple scattering by cloud
particles increasingly spreads the distinct pulse into a
diffuse halo. Because this halo lies outside the narrow
field of view (FOV) of most lidars, they are able to
probe only thin clouds and the edges of thick clouds. As
a result, much of the earth’s cloud cover remains out-
side of the reach of lidar remote sensing.

However, empirical studies reveal a “radiative
smoothing scale” in satellite-derived cloud reflectances
(Cahalan and Snider 1989), subsequently found to de-
pend on cloud physical thickness (Davis et al. 1997a). A

later publication showed that a lidar pulse entering a
cloud spreads by multiple scattering, creating a bright
halo that can be mined for cloud information (Davis
et al. 1999). The studies show that in homogeneous
clouds the size of the bright halo is proportional to
� [�z/�(1 � g)], where �z is the geometrical cloud thick-
ness, � is the extinction coefficient, and g is the cloud
particle scattering asymmetry parameter. This relation-
ship arises because photons, as they undergo random
walks by scattering from cloud droplets, create wider ha-
los in thicker clouds because they travel farther without
escaping through the cloud base. In contrast, photons
travel less far—and create a smaller halo—if � and (1 �
g) are larger, that is, when the cloud is more dense and
when the scattering tends to change photon directions
more abruptly. Additional theoretical studies indicated
that the time dependence of halos also varies with cloud
properties, because photons take longer times traveling
inside a cloud if the cloud is thicker, denser, and contains
smaller droplets (e.g., Davis and Marshak 2002). The ef-
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fects of multiple scattering on the time dependence of
halo signals have been analyzed in the Lidar In-Space
Technology Experiment (LITE) observations that were
taken from the space shuttle (e.g., Davis et al. 1997b;
Miller and Stephens 1999).

Such studies raise the possibility of using halo obser-
vations for the retrieval of cloud geometrical thickness,
as well as cloud internal properties. The retrievals are
desirable because cloud thickness and internal structure
influence the vertical profiles of latent and radiative
heating, thus affecting cloud development and atmo-
spheric circulation as well as surface warming by the
greenhouse effect (e.g., Stephens and Webster 1984;
Fung et al. 1984; Fung and Ramaswamy 1999). Cloud
thickness is also a diagnostic of cloud formation pro-
cesses and atmospheric circulation (Betts 1989). While
in situ measurements of cloud thickness using a rawind-
sonde, aircraft, or tethered balloon have been quite suc-
cessful (e.g., Wang et al. 2000), the remote sensing of
this important cloud parameter has remained a chal-
lenging problem. Although combinations of ceilome-
ters with sodars, radars, and thermal infrared satellite
images proved fruitful (e.g., Blaskovic et al. 1991; Wang
et al. 1999), the spatial coverage of such observations is
limited. Cloud radars such as the Cloud Profiling Radar
planned for CloudSat (Stephens et al. 2002) can work well
in many situations, but they are not very effective in de-
tecting clouds containing only small droplets and in sepa-
rating clouds from drizzle. High spectral resolution reflec-
tance measurements in the oxygen A band around 760
nm and in a water vapor band around 940 nm show some
promise, but it is not yet clear whether these methods can
be sufficiently accurate (e.g., Asano et al. 1995; Hayasaka
et al. 1995; Rozanov and Kokhanovsky 2004).

Empirical, theoretical, and experimental advances
spurred the simultaneous development of three wide
field-of-view lidar systems that exploit the information
content of bright halos. The Cloud Thickness from Off-
beam Returns (THOR) system described in this paper
was first operated in a ground-based upward-looking
configuration for mid- to high clouds, then in an aircraft
in a downward-looking configuration, well above cloud
top. The upward-looking Wide-Angle Imaging Lidar
(WAIL) was developed at Los Alamos National Labo-
ratory for ground-based observations and, having a
wider field of view, can image a lower cloud halo than
a ground-based THOR (Love et al. 2001; Polonsky et
al. 2005). The third system, an in situ cloud lidar, was
built in Colorado for aircraft flights inside clouds
(Evans et al. 2003). Initial results from these new sys-
tems confirmed the value of halo observations in cloud
remote sensing. In addition, observations of diffuse ha-
los have also proven fruitful in a wide range of other

scientific disciplines, including medicine, dentistry, gla-
ciology, and astronomy (e.g., Groenhius et al. 1983;
Sparling and Weiss 1993; Haines et al. 1997; Maffione
et al. 1998; Predehl et al. 2000).

The THOR project started with a demonstration of
the concept and feasibility of halo observations. In Sep-
tember 1996, the transmitter of a ground-based up-
ward-looking lidar at the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Space Flight
Center (GSFC) was tilted slightly, so that instead of
measuring the direct backscattering signal that was ob-
served during normal operations, the receiver mea-
sured parts of the diffuse halo. The instrument detected
a clear signal from the halo, thus, demonstrating that
current technology allows for the development of halo-
observing lidars (Davis et al. 1999, 2002).

Experiments with “clouds” of water suspensions of
polystyrene microspheres as well as microfat globules
in liposyne confirmed the halo theory in a situation for
which cloud thickness and internal scattering properties
were precisely known (Fig. 1a). These suspensions pro-
vide approximately 1:1000 scale models of homoge-
neous clouds consisting of spherical particles having
known size distributions. The observations confirmed
theoretical predictions of halo properties, such as the
spatial distribution of halo signals (Fig. 1b) for a variety
of physical thicknesses and opacities, thus, demonstrat-
ing the potential for cloud property retrievals based on
halo measurements.

Following the successes of the demonstration and the
experiments, the THOR instrument was designed in
1998–99 and built in 1999–2000. THOR’s first ground-
based measurements of mid- and high-level clouds took
place at NASA GSFC in April 2001, and THOR’s first
airborne measurements of boundary layer clouds were
collected over Oklahoma in March 2002.

THOR reveals the structure of diffuse halos by col-
lecting time-dependent return signals not only from the
immediate vicinity of the spot that is illuminated by its
laser, as most lidars do, but also from seven additional
rings around this spot (Fig. 2). These observations are
then used for retrieving the geometrical and optical
thickness of optically thick stratiform clouds, as well as
the vertical profile of the cloud volume extinction co-
efficient. While the current study focuses on retrievals
of geometrical cloud thickness, in future studies THOR
halo observations may also be used for the retrieval of
microphysical cloud properties (see Roy et al. 1997).

This paper describes the THOR project as follows.
First, section 2 describes the instrument itself, and then
section 3 presents the methodology and sensitivity of
cloud property retrievals. Next, section 4 discusses the
results from the March 2002 THOR validation campaign
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conducted over central Oklahoma. Finally, section 5
offers a brief summary and a few concluding remarks.

2. The instrument

a. System description

The basic structure of the THOR system is illustrated
in Fig. 3a, and its main parameters are listed in Table 1.
Photos of the actual instrument inside the NASA P-3B

aircraft are shown in Figs. 4a (above-deck control sys-
tem) and 4b (below deck). This section discusses the
workings of each component by following the path of a
single pulse through the system.

FIG. 1. Laboratory observations of diffuse halos: (a) experimen-
tal setup; (b) signal strength measured by the photomultiplier
tube (PMT) detector, as a function of the fiber optic probe’s
horizontal position. Successive jumps at discrete positions indicate
insertion of a series of 10X neutral density filters, used to maintain
the detector’s linear response. The decrease to noise level closely
follows theoretical predictions.

FIG. 2. A schematic view of THOR observations.

FIG. 3. (a) A schematic of the THOR system. The thin black
arrays indicate the flow of electric signals, whereas the gray ar-
rows indicate the path of photons between THOR components.
(b) A drawing of THOR. (c) A schematic view of the fiber bundle
at the focal plane.
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When the control unit determines that it is time to
emit the next laser pulse, it sends out two simultaneous
signals. One signal goes to the data system computer,
which then records the pulse’s timing and starts ar-
chiving the photon counts reported by the detectors.
The other signal goes to the laser unit, and causes the
solid-state, fiber-coupled Nd:YALO laser to emit a
single pulse of green light at 540-nm wavelength. The
pulse then passes through an energy monitor, which
determines the pulse energy by measuring the tiny frac-
tion of light that gets scattered back into a sensor from
the surface of a lens. The exact energy of the outgoing
pulse is then reported back to the data system. Next,
the pulse is collimated by a beam expander, reducing its
divergence to 325 �rad (full angle). The pulse then
leaves the system and passes through a window at the
bottom of the aircraft, and travels until it is scattered by
atmospheric particles.

The photons returning from the atmosphere pass
through the same window, and are collected by the
THOR telescope, a five-lens custom telecentric design
with a 19.05-cm-diameter primary lens, and 28.3-cm ef-
fective focal length, giving an f ratio of 1.25. This tele-
scope is precisely aligned with the outgoing laser beam,
and the telescope edge is separated from the laser beam
by just under 6 cm. This 6-cm separation means that the
laser beam must travel about 1 km before it fully enters
the central channel’s FOV. Fortunately, this 1-km-

minimum range does not pose serious problems, be-
cause THOR typically flies several kilometers above
cloud top.

The telescope creates a 2.5-cm-diameter image at its
focal plane, about 37 cm behind the primary lens. The
light forming this image is then collected by the most

TABLE 1. Main parameters of the THOR system.

Laser

Pulse rate 1 kHz
Wavelength 540 nm
Pulse duration 8 ns (pulse length 	 2.4 m)
Pulse energy Adjustable, max 225 �J
Beam divergence 325 �rad at 1/e2 level

Receiver

Telescope lens diameter 19.05 cm
Telescope effective focal length 23.80 cm ( f/1.25)
Spectral filter bandwidth 7 nm

Positioning of laser and receiver

Distance between laser beam
and telescope edge

5.97 cm

Accuracy of alignment 	50 �rad

Fields of view (full angle, mrad)

Channel 1 0.000–0.840
Channel 2 1.029–1.681
Channel 3 1.681–3.361
Channel 4 3.361–6.723
Channel 5 6.723–13.40
Channel 6 13.40–26.72
Channel 7 26.72–53.40
Channel 8 
 9 
 10 53.40–106.7

FIG. 4. Photos of the THOR instrument inside the NASA P-3B
aircraft. (a) View of THOR above the flight deck. (b) A down-
ward-looking view of the part of THOR that lies below the flight
deck. Starting from the lower left corner and moving clockwise
through the image, the components are as follows. In the left
foreground, we see the data system computer. The little box right
behind the computer (and slightly toward the center) is the base
plate on which the laser unit is mounted. Further behind we can
see the shiny metal box of the laser unit, and behind the laser, the
black frame of the beam expander. The camera flash reflects from
the aircraft’s downward-looking 18-in. port window. To the right
of the beam expander lies THOR’s telescope. The black-coated
optical fiber bundle couples to the telescope as a single bundle,
but then divides into 10 branches, each coupled to 1 of the 10
channel’s spectral filters. In the right foreground we see the cy-
lindrical housings of the filters.
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unique component of THOR, a custom-made optical
fiber bundle that transports collected photons to an ar-
ray of 10 photon-counting detectors.

The bundle consists of approximately 250 000 optical
fibers, each 66 cm long, that guide photons to the ap-
propriate detectors. Each fiber has a diameter of about
50 �m, except for a single 200-�m fiber that originates
at the center of the focal plane. This central fiber cap-
tures photons coming from the central field of view,
that is, the direct backscatter signal. The remaining fi-
bers are organized into seven concentric annular rings,
each collecting photons from a corresponding ring in
the focal plane image. Each fiber in a given ring then
leads to an associated detector, except for the outer-
most ring, whose �150 000 fibers are approximately
equally divided among three detectors that each “see”
one of three 120° azimuthal sectors of the outermost
annular ring.

The reason for this arrangement is that in order to
keep the signal level high even for the more distant,
fainter parts of cloud halos, the outer rings (or chan-
nels) must collect light from larger fields of view. In
particular, THOR compensates for the outward weak-
ening of the halo signal by doubling the width of each
successive fiber ring. This results in each ring covering
an area 4 times larger than its inner neighbor. One
consequence of this arrangement is that the outermost
annulus, which covers 75% of the focal plane, and
which can have up to 80% packing efficiency, contains
up to 60% of all of the fibers, or as many as 150 000
fibers. This many fibers cannot be connected to a single
detector. Therefore, the outermost ring is divided into
three segments of up to about 50 000 fibers each, and
fibers from each segment lead to one of the three de-
tectors. This yields a total of 10 THOR channels—the
central spot, six annular rings, and three sectors of the
outermost annulus (Fig. 3c). We note, however, that
most applications use data from the three outermost
sectors combined together (channels 8 
 9 
 10).

Upon leaving the optical fiber bundle, photons pass
through spectral filters, each with about 7-nm band-
width. These pass nearly all of the returning lidar signal
but block most background illumination. This is crucial,
because strong background illumination implies poor a
signal-to-noise ratio, especially in the outer channels, as
discussed in more detail in the appendix. The 7-nm
effective bandwidth of the filters is sufficient for night-
time observations, but would pass too much sunlight for
effective daytime measurements. As a result, THOR is
currently operated only at night, but it is expected to be
extended to daytime operations as suitable ultranarrow
wide-angle filters become available.

Photons that pass through the filters are counted by

single-photon-counting photomultiplier tubes. The effi-
ciency of these counters is about 10%. To keep the data
volume manageable, the data system is set for a range
resolution of 30.8 m. In addition, the data system fur-
ther reduces the data volume by accumulating the pho-
ton counts of each 30.8-m-range bin for 500 subsequent
laser pulses. Because the laser emits 1000 pulses per
second, this makes the temporal sampling equal to 0.5 s.
Considering the P-3B aircraft’s cruising speed of about
550 km h�1, this time resolution corresponds to a spa-
tial resolution of about 77 m.

Finally, the data system merges the accumulated
photon counts with the pulse energy values coming
from the energy monitor and with the navigational data
coming from the P-3B aircraft (e.g., position, speed,
and pitch and roll angles). The results are then stored
on a removable hard disc, and also are displayed on a
monitor for quick looks in real time.

b. Calibration

The THOR system performance was characterized
through numerous component-level and system-level
testing procedures. For brevity, we describe here only
the tests that are most unique to THOR—the radiative
calibration of its multiple FOVs. This calibration in-
volves three stages.

First, laboratory experiments establish the relative
calibration of the 10 THOR channels. A calibration
sphere is attached to the THOR telescope to illuminate
the front lens uniformly and isotropically (Fig. 5a). Be-
cause increases of the fields of view from one channel
to the next (successively doubling in radius) are known,
we can predict that with two exceptions, the photon
counts of successive uniformly illuminated channels
would increase by a factor of 4 in an ideal instrument.
One exception to this ideal rule is the outermost ring,
where the ratio of each 120° sector, channels 8, 9, and
10, to channel 7 is 4:3. The second exception is that the
ideal ratio of channel 2 to channel 1 is 3, because chan-
nel 1 covers a full circle, not a ring.

Figure 5b reveals that the ratios observed for the
actual instrument are somewhat different from the
above ideal values. The differences are especially large
at high illumination levels, when the detectors become
saturated (because they cannot keep up with the large
number of incoming photons). Because of saturation,
calibration data were collected for channels 6–10 only
at the lower illumination levels. The figure also reveals
that channels 2 and 5 are relatively less sensitive and
register lower-than-expected photon counts.

THOR’s deviations from ideal behavior are compen-
sated by a relative calibration that anchors all channels
to channel 1. The calibration converts the observed raw
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counts, cobs
i for i � 2, 3, . . . , 10, into calibrated counts

ccalib
i using

ci
calib � ci

obs �
j�2

i r i
ideal

r i
obs ,

where

r i
obs � �

ci
obs

ci�1
obs, if 2 � i � 7

ci
obs

c7
obs, if 8 � i

, 1�

where rideal
i is the ideal ratio and robs

i is the observed
ratio from Fig. 5b.

The second stage of calibration is an in-flight relative
calibration of THOR channels. The idea is the same as
in the laboratory, but this time the uniform illumination
is provided not by a spherical calibration lamp, but by
the moonlight reflected from extended cloud fields.
(This light is measured during the brief intervals be-
tween successive laser pulses.) Because this method al-
lows calibration only at low illumination levels, and
because it makes the uncertain assumption that all
channels see statistically similar clouds when data are
averaged over long flight segments, in-flight calibration
is used only for checking whether or not the instru-
ment’s behavior changed substantially since the last
laboratory experiment. The left side of Fig. 5b shows
that THOR performed quite consistently throughout
the science flight discussed in section 4.

The final, third stage of calibration provides absolute
calibration for channel 1, using the Rayleigh scattering
signal returning from clear air. Because the calibration
of all of the other channels is anchored to channel 1
through Eq. (1), Rayleigh scattering can provide an ab-
solute calibration for all THOR channels. Unfortu-
nately, this absolute calibration can be performed only
when THOR flies over cloud-free and aerosol-free air.
As a result, THOR’s cloud property retrievals, dis-
cussed below in section 3b, are designed to work even
if only relative calibration or no calibration at all is
available, although retrieval uncertainties may increase
in such situations.

3. Data-processing methodology

The analysis of THOR data starts with an initial pro-
cessing that prepares the data for scientific interpreta-
tion. This initial processing starts with radiometric cali-
bration (see section 2b), followed by the removal of the
constant background illumination. Next, the naviga-
tional data coming from the P-3B aircraft are interpo-
lated to a 0.5-s time resolution and are merged with the
THOR photon counts. Finally, the data are flagged as

unsuitable for cloud retrievals whenever the aircraft
pitch and roll caused THOR to deviate from the nomi-
nal vertical pointing angle by more than 3°.

The second step of THOR data analysis estimates
cloud properties by comparing the observations to
lookup tables that contain simulated THOR data for a
wide variety of clouds, and by selecting the case whose
simulated data are most similar to the observations.

This section discusses the retrieval method as follows.
First, section 3a presents the methodology for the genera-
tion of lookup tables. Next, section 3b describes how the

FIG. 5. THOR calibration experiments. (a) A view of THOR
oriented horizontally in the laboratory, with a 50-cm-diameter
calibration sphere attached to the telescope. (b) Ratio of photon
counts in neighboring THOR channels. The data on the right side
were obtained in laboratory experiments that used 10 illumination
levels. The data on the left side are from the last flight of the
THOR validation campaign described in section 4. The illumina-
tion level of in-flight data corresponds to about a third of the
lowest illumination level used in the laboratory.
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lookup tables are compared to observations in order to
determine the best matches. Finally, section 3c examines
expected retrieval accuracy using theoretical calculations.

a. Lookup table generation

The lookup tables of simulated THOR data were
generated using a suitably modified version of the
Monte Carlo model that was thoroughly tested as part
of the international Intercomparison of 3D Radiation
Codes (I3RC) under the name of University of Mary-
land, Baltimore County 5 (UMBC5; see information
online at http://i3rc.gsfc.nasa.gov/; Cahalan et al. 2005,
Cahalan and Davies 1999). The model obtains reflec-
tance values using the method of local estimates (e.g.,
Marchuk et al. 1980). The simulated reflectances are
then converted into photon counts detected by THOR
using the method described in the appendix.

The main challenge in creating lookup tables of simu-
lated THOR data is to keep the computational time
manageable while simulating enough photons to bring
the random Monte Carlo noise down low. (We typically
simulate 108–109 photons per cloud.) To speed up the
simulations, the model uses a noise-reduction technique
similar to the one described in section 5b2 of Barker et al.
(2003). The technique smoothes out the forward peak of
the scattering phase function at the last scattering event
for those photons that had already undergone several
scattering events, including some wide-angle scatter-
ings. This smoothing allows us to reduce the number of
simulated photons by a factor of 3 without increasing
the random noise or introducing significant biases.

The Monte Carlo model further reduces the simula-
tion time by another factor of 10 through using the same
photon paths in simulations of many clouds. The scatter-
ing angles are identical for all clouds, while the path-
lengths between subsequent scattering events are resized
according to each cloud’s profile of extinction coefficient.

The Monte Carlo simulations and the equations in
the appendix are used to calculate THOR photon
counts [F(�, t)] coming through a unit area at the cloud-
top surface—measured in units of photon count per
squared meters per second as a function of radial dis-
tance (�) from the illuminated spot and photon travel
time (t). (The travel time is obtained by dividing the
total photon pathlength by the speed of light.) These
values are then used to calculate photon counts for
THOR’s ith channel [Fi(t)] through

Fit� � �
ri
min

ri
max

2���F �, t�� d�, 2�

where �min
i and �max

i are the inner and outer limits of
radial distance for the area viewed by channel i. Their
values can be calculated as

�i
min � zTHOR tan�i

min

�i
max � zTHOR tan�i

max
, 3�

where zTHOR is THOR’s altitude above the cloud top,
and �min

i and �max
i are the minimum and maximum

viewing zenith angles of channel i, respectively (see
Table 1). We note that Eqs. (2) and (3) can accommo-
date changes in zTHOR, and so we did not need to redo
the Monte Carlo simulations for each flight altitude
discussed in section 4.

To reduce the Monte Carlo simulation time, radia-
tive transfer is calculated only for clouds that have a
single geometrical cloud thickness of �z0 � 2 km. Once
these simulations are done, we obtain results for other
geometrical thicknesses (�z) by rescaling the radial dis-
tance and time-delay values according to

F�z�, t� � F�z0��
�z0

�z
, t

�z0

�z �. 4�

The idea behind this rescaling is that if �z is reduced
from 2 km to, for example, 500 m (while � and the shape
of the extinction profile remain unchanged), the extinc-
tion coefficient must increase fourfold everywhere in-
side the cloud. This means that the pathlengths be-
tween subsequent scatterings get reduced by a factor of
4, which prompts a fourfold decrease in the radial dis-
tances that the photons travel and in the time they
spend inside the cloud. Because the rescaling goes
much faster than the Monte Carlo simulations, the re-
duction in computational time is nearly proportional to
the number of required �z values. For example, if we
needed results for cloud thicknesses ranging from 200
to 1200 m at 50-m resolution, the rescaling method
would allow a 20-fold reduction in simulation time.

Unfortunately, Monte Carlo simulations are much
too slow to fill the required lookup tables, even if we
use the efficiency enhancement methods described
above. Therefore, we perform Monte Carlo simulations
for only three values of each independent cloud param-
eter other than �z (such as �), and we use multidimen-
sional cubic interpolation to fill the entire high-
resolution lookup tables. Unlike the techniques dis-
cussed above, the interpolation is not fully accurate,
and it can introduce errors into the retrievals of inter-
polated parameters (e.g., �). Eventually, we plan to re-
duce the interpolation errors by performing direct
Monte Carlo simulations for more than three values of
each cloud parameter. We will also explore replacing
the interpolation by fitting suitable analytical functions
to match the way that Monte Carlo results depend on
each parameter.

Because we currently do simulations for three values
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of each cloud parameter, the total number of required
simulations is 3Np, with Np being the number of inde-
pendent cloud parameters. Given our current compu-
tational resources, we can simulate up to about 2000
cloud cases (all with �z � 2 km), which limits the de-
scription of clouds to no more than seven independent
parameters (in addition to �z). Our strategy has been
to start by generating lookup tables for simple idealized
clouds that can be described by only a few parameters,
and then to proceed to more and more complex cloud
structures. While there are no inherent limitations re-
garding the cloud structures one can use, our current
cloud models have vertical extinction coefficient pro-
files consisting of linear segments (Fig. 6). The results
for each cloud model are stored in a separate lookup
table, and the cloud retrievals discussed in section 3b
consider all of the available lookup tables.

We note that the simulations did not consider hori-
zontal cloud variability, variations in cloud particle size,
Rayleigh scattering, and surface reflection. These ef-
fects are believed to not be significant for the relatively
uniform cloud cases discussed in this paper but will
have to be considered in future applications.

In contrast, the calculations did need to consider cir-
rus layers occurring between THOR and its targeted
boundary layer cloud, because such a cirrus layer oc-
curred during the validation campaign discussed in sec-
tion 4. Ignoring such cirrus layers causes THOR re-
trievals to overestimate the thickness of the targeted
low-level cloud, because their particles scatter the nar-
row laser beam into a wide disc of downwelling pho-
tons, and this widening makes the observed halo of
reflected photons wider as well. In addition, cirrus lay-
ers also scatter photons returning from low-level clouds,
and this scattering further complicates retrievals.

Because the scattering properties of cirrus particles
vary substantially, Monte Carlo simulations would need
very long times to generate enough results for creating
comprehensive lookup tables even if interpolations
were used extensively. Instead, we use the Monte Carlo
model to generate results only for the case of clear sky
between THOR and the boundary layer cloud, and we
are developing a separate scheme to incorporate cirrus
effects into the clear-sky results. Because this scheme
has not yet been completed, section 4 only discusses
retrievals for flight segments with thin cirrus cover.

b. Estimation of cloud properties

A sample THOR observation used for cloud retriev-
als is illustrated in Fig. 7. The figure shows that the
central channel observes intense direct backscatter
from near the cloud top, while the outer channels ob-
serve a fainter halo formed by multiple scattering deep

inside the cloud. The signal in the outer channels is
delayed because photons need time to reach the halo’s
outer portions, and it is stretched, because some photons
meander more, while others follow more straight paths.

As will be described below, the retrieval algorithm
must adapt to wide variations in observational and en-
vironmental conditions. (For example, THOR’s actual
FOV varies with the aircraft altitude above the cloud.)
To maintain maximum flexibility, the retrievals treat
the spatial aspect and time dependence of THOR ob-
servations separately.

The spatial aspect is characterized through each
channel’s contribution (C) to the overall detected pho-
ton count:

Cj ��
�

t�0

�

c jt� dt, if absolute calibration
is available

�
t�0

�

c jt� dt

�
k�1

10 ��
t�0

�

ckt� dt� , if absolute calibration
is not available

,

5�

where j and k are the THOR channels ( j, k � 10), c is
the calibrated photon count, and t is time (or equivalent
vertical range).

The time dependence of THOR observations is char-
acterized through the width of the time intervals (�t)
that contain certain percentiles of the time-integrated
return signal:

�t ai

j � t ai

j � t ai�1

j . 6�

Here, the ai values (i � 1, 2, . . . , Ni) identify the bound-
aries of percentile intervals (0 � ai � 1), and t j

ai
is

determined by the equation

�
0

tai

c jt� dt � ai �
0

�

c jt� dt. 7�

As mentioned earlier, the retrievals work by finding
in the lookup tables the cloud whose signal is most
similar to the observations. Specifically, the cloud pa-
rameters are determined by minimizing the degree of
dissimilarity D, defined as

D � B �
j�1

10 �Wj

|Cobs
j � C sim

j |
Cobs

j � 
 1 � B�

�

�
j�1

10 �Wj �
i�2

Ni �wi

|�t ai,obs
j � �t ai,sim

j |

�t ai,obs
j ��

�
j�1

10 �Wj �
i�1

Ni

wi� . 8�
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In this equation, B (0 � B � 1) determines whether the
retrievals focus more on the spatial or the time depen-
dence of THOR observations (i.e., on the first or the
second term). The subscripts obs and sim identify ob-
served and simulated photon counts, respectively. Fi-

nally, Wj and wi are the weights given to each channel
and percentile bin, respectively.

In practice, we set B to focus on the time dependence
of signals, because the time dependence does not re-
quire accurate calibration, and we set the values of Wj

FIG. 6. A schematic illustration of cloud models used in creating THOR lookup tables: � is
the total cloud optical thickness and � is the cloud’s mean extinction coefficient; z and � are
altitude above cloud base and extinction coefficient, respectively, at points identified in the
figure. As mentioned in the text, each parameter listed as “Variable” can take three possible
values in Monte Carlo simulations. Results for additional parameter values are then obtained
using cubic interpolation.
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and wi to focus the retrievals on the outer channels and
on the tails of time distributions, where cloud thickness
has the largest influence (Fig. 8). This has the added
benefit of reducing the errors arising from uncertainties
in cloud droplet size, because multiple scattering
washes out the influence of details of the scattering
phase function by the time photons reach the outer
rings. On the other hand, focusing on the outer chan-
nels and on the tails can create difficulties if the obser-
vational noise is large or if the surface reflection can be
mixed up with reflection from the lower portions of the
cloud. Thus, the B, Wj, and wi values must be selected
by considering several factors such as the spot size ob-
served by each channel (determined by aircraft altitude
above the cloud top), the calibration accuracy, the noise
level (governed by the intensity of background illumi-
nation), and the surface reflection (influenced by cloud
altitude and surface albedo). Typical values are Ni � 6,
B � 0, ai � (0.40, 0.60, 0.80, 0.90, 0.95, 0.97), wi � (0, 1,
1, 1, 1, 1), and Wj � (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1/3, 1/3, 1/3).

Although we have no theoretical proof that retrieval
solutions for cloud thickness are unique, so far our re-
trievals have always yielded unique solutions: The dis-
tribution of dissimilarities (D values) had single minima

for single thickness values, even for the most complex
extinction profile types in Fig. 6. Should multiple solu-
tions ever arise, the method described in the following
section would identify the increased level of retrieval
uncertainty.

c. Retrieval accuracy

This section addresses two aspects of the accuracy of
THOR cloud thickness retrievals. First, it briefly dis-
cusses the main sources of retrieval errors, and then it
describes a simple method that was used to estimate
retrieval uncertainties for the 2002 THOR validation
campaign described in section 4.

The most important sources of retrieval errors (in
italics) are described as follows.

FIG. 7. A sample of THOR observations for a typical 1 of the 16
retrieval segments collected during the THOR validation cam-
paign, as described in section 4. See also Fig. 9a, which shows a
continuous time sequence for channels 1, 5, and 8 
 9 
 10.

FIG. 8. Influence of cloud thickness in simulated THOR data.
The calculations assume homogeneous clouds with an extinction
coefficient of 25 km�1. The scattering phase function is obtained
from Mie calculations assuming the Sctop drop size distribution of
Welch et al. (1980). The simulations assume that, similarly to
some validation flights discussed in section 4, THOR is about 7.3
km above the cloud top. (a) Influence on the time-integrated
signal of each channel, and (b) influence on the time dependence
of the outermost ring (channels 8 
 9
10) are shown.
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Vertical cloud variability causes retrieval uncertain-
ties because the lookup tables consider idealized mod-
els of vertical variability (see Fig. 6), which do not fully
represent the complexity of real clouds. Theoretical
simulations and results from the THOR validation cam-
paign show that using inappropriate extinction coeffi-
cient profiles can potentially lead to errors exceeding a
few hundred meters. To reduce such uncertainties, the
lookup tables are expanded to include more cloud
structures (see Fig. 6). In contrast, small-scale variabil-
ity in extinction coefficients has a much smaller effect
on retrievals. Theoretical calculations show that if the
extinction coefficient of 30-m-wide altitude bins is per-
turbed by a Gaussian white noise having a standard
deviation of 10%, the root-mean-square error of
THOR retrievals is less than 20 m. During the valida-
tion campaign discussed in section 4, vertical variability
did not appear to cause uncertainties greater than 50 m.

Horizontal cloud variability causes retrieval uncer-
tainties because our lookup tables were built for hori-
zontally homogeneous, plane-parallel clouds. One
source of error is that the observed signal depends on
cloud thickness in a nonlinear way. Similar to the plane-
parallel bias arising in cloud optical thickness retrievals
(e.g., Cahalan et al. 1994a; Oreopoulos and Davies
1998), this nonlinearity can cause systematic biases
when observations that are used for a single retrieval
include areas of different thicknesses. Fortunately, in
the cases chosen here, these biases tend to be small;
theoretical simulations show them to be less than 10 m
even if the thicknesses at the two halves of an observed
area differ by 100 m. This implies that the biases were
negligible (	2–3 m) at the 2002 validation campaign,
because the standard deviation of cloud thickness varia-
tions inside any retrieval segments was less than 20 m.
Three-dimensional radiative effects associated with
variations in cloud thickness or extinction coefficient
may cause additional retrieval uncertainties. Davis et
al. (1999) examined the effects of horizontal extinction
variations on the spatial and temporal characteristics of
diffuse halos. The effects of horizontal cloud variability
on retrieval accuracy will be examined in a separate
study that will use simulated THOR data for 3D cloud
fields generated by large eddy simulations. We expect
3D uncertainties to be smaller than uncertainties
caused by nonlinearity effects because they are smaller
in optical thickness retrievals and in flux calculations
(e.g., Cahalan et al. 1994b; Zuidema and Evans 1998).
Though inhomogeneities were small in the cases used
here, in general they are likely to be important in more
convective clouds.

Variations in cloud droplet size cause only moderate
uncertainties because the effects of any changes in

droplet scattering properties are largely washed out by
multiple scattering that creates the observed halos. For
example, when test retrievals applied lookup tables that
were generated for a 10-�m effective radius to artificial
THOR data that were simulated assuming a 4-�m ef-
fective radius, retrieval errors were around 30 m. For-
tunately, we can easily reduce these uncertainties by
generating lookup tables for several droplet sizes.

Cirrus layers between THOR and the targeted cloud
can cause retrieval errors exceeding several hundreds
of meters, if their effects are not considered properly.
We are currently developing a scheme for this purpose,
but because the scheme is not yet functional, section 4
discusses retrievals only for areas with very thin cirrus.
Because cirrus makes the retrievals overestimate cloud
thickness, and because the retrieved cloud thicknesses
are, on average, 10 m higher than the thicknesses ob-
tained from combining THOR channel 1 with ground-
based data, we estimate cirrus effects to be small in the
flight segments selected for retrievals.

Monte Carlo simulation noise unavoidably introduces
some errors into the generated lookup tables, but these
errors can be reduced to minimal levels by simulating
sufficiently large numbers of photons. A comparison of
retrieval results from simulations that used different
random number seeds indicates that uncertainties
caused by Monte Carlo noise are well below 10 m in our
retrievals.

Interpolation errors in populating the high-resolu-
tion lookup tables can cause retrieval errors that—
according to theoretical tests—can reach several tens of
meters. These errors can be reduced by performing
Monte Carlo simulations for additional cloud param-
eter values, thus, allowing the interpolations to rely on
a higher number of precisely known values.

Observational noise also causes retrieval errors, es-
pecially for intense background illumination. In fact,
this noise prohibits daytime THOR retrievals. At night,
spatial averaging can reduce the noise to acceptable
levels. We examined these errors by first estimating the
observations’ signal-to-noise ratios (see the appendix),
and adding a corresponding amount of Gaussian white
noise to otherwise perfectly simulated observations.
The results indicate that if the laser works near full
power, and if observations are averaged over about
800 m (	 field of view of THOR’s outermost ring),
retrieval uncertainties remain under 10 m even for a full
moon. We note, however, that thermal control issues
prevented the laser from operating at full power during
the 2002 validation campaign, and so we estimate that
observational noise caused retrieval uncertainties
around 20–40 m, even for retrievals based on 3–5-km-
long flight segments.
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Table 2 provides a brief summary of the sources of
retrieval errors discussed above. We note that, as men-
tioned in section 3b, retrieval uncertainties can change
significantly with cloud, environmental, and observa-
tional conditions. Thus, the rest of this section describes
a simple approach that was used for obtaining first-
order uncertainty estimates for the 2002 THOR valida-
tion campaign.

The method estimates retrieval uncertainties based
on how closely the observations fit the best-matching
simulated cloud in our lookup tables. Retrievals are
deemed to be more reliable if the fit between observed
and simulated signals is good, and they are deemed to
be less reliable if the fit is not so good. To make this
decision, the method selects all of the simulated clouds
in our lookup tables that satisfy the following two cri-
teria.

• The dissimilarity D [see Eq. (8)] between a cloud and
the retrieval’s best-guess cloud must be similar (to
within 0.25%) to the deviation D between the retriev-
al’s best-guess cloud and the actual observations.

• The dissimilarity D between a selected cloud and the
retrieval’s best-guess cloud cannot be lowered by
changing only the thickness of the retrieval’s best-
guess cloud (while keeping its other parameters
fixed).

Hypothetical retrievals for a cloud satisfying these
two conditions and using lookup tables limited to the
extinction coefficient profile of the actual retrieval’s
best-guess cloud would give results similar to the actual
retrievals in two respects: both would yield the same
physical thickness, and the deviation D between input
signal and the retrieved cloud’s simulated signal would
also be similar (�zactual retr. � �zhypo. retr; Dactual retr. 	
Dhypo. retr.). The main difference between the actual and
hypothetical retrievals is that in the hypothetical re-
trievals, all retrieval errors come from differences in the

vertical extinction profile, whereas in actual retrievals,
a variety of sources can contribute to the uncertainties.
Therefore, the method must assume that the ratio of
retrieval error to D is similar if the retrieval errors arise
from vertical cloud variability or from other sources of
uncertainty. Using this assumption, the method calcu-
lates the mean of the absolute value of hypothetical
retrieval errors for all simulated clouds that satisfy the
two criteria mentioned above, and reports this mean
error as our estimate for the actual retrieval’s uncer-
tainty. We plan to test the validity of the method’s as-
sumption using 3D cloud fields generated by large eddy
simulations.

4. THOR validation campaign

The first THOR airborne cloud observations took
place during the March 2002 THOR validation cam-
paign. During this campaign the NASA P-3B aircraft
was dedicated solely to THOR measurements and
based at McConnell Air Force Base near Wichita, Kan-
sas, from which it made repeated passes over the De-
partment of Energy (DOE) Atmospheric Radiation
Measurement (ARM) program’s Southern Great Plains
(SGP) site in central Oklahoma. This site was chosen
because of its collection of ground-based instruments
that provided a wealth of information for validating
THOR cloud thickness retrievals (see information on-
line at http://www.arm.gov/). The idea was to compare
halo-based cloud thickness estimates retrieved from
THOR with “true” thickness values that were obtained
as the difference between the cloud-top altitude mea-
sured by the central channel and the cloud-base altitude
obtained by use of ground-based instruments.

The campaign’s first two flights took place on the
nights of 19 and 20 March, respectively. These engi-
neering flights were dedicated to testing the instrument
behavior during THOR’s first airborne operations. The

TABLE 2. Summary of major sources of uncertainty in THOR cloud thickness retrievals.

Source of uncertainty

Estimated magnitude
at the 2002

validation campaign Approach to reducing uncertainties

Vertical cloud variability �50 m Generate lookup tables for more cloud structures
Horizontal cloud variability Nonlinearity effect �10 m Perform retrievals at high spatial resolution

3D radiative effects �10 m Perform theoretical study
Drop size variations �30 m Create lookup tables for several drop sizes
Cirrus effects 	10 m Currently, retrievals only performed for very thin

cirrus; working on a scheme to consider cirrus effects
Monte Carlo noise �10 m No need for improvement
Interpolation errors �30 m Perform Monte Carlo simulations for additional cloud

parameter values
Observational noise 20–40 m Install better thermal control for full laser power
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flight data indicated that most of the THOR system
performed well, but also revealed some problems in
system software and in laser thermal control. After
these problems were fixed, a third flight took place on
24 March. Clear-sky conditions during this flight al-
lowed for thorough system testing. THOR performed
well, and it was clear that the software and thermal
problems seen during the first flight had been ad-
equately addressed.

The campaign’s main science flight took place on the
next day, 25 March 2002. The flight departed base
around 0400 UTC (2200 local time) and lasted for
about 5 h. The synoptic pattern during this flight was
dominated by a strong high pressure system containing
a very cold and dry air mass, dropping southward out of
southern Manitoba, Canada. The southern extent of
this air mass was represented by a strong frontal bound-
ary that stretched from southern New Mexico to north-
eastern Oklahoma, and then eastward toward the Ohio
valley. Across this boundary, from the panhandle of
Oklahoma to southeastern Oklahoma, temperature
ranged from 0° to 20°C, and specific humidity ranged
from 3.0 to 9.5 g kg�1. Between 0000 and 0400 UTC
several waves of low pressure had developed along this
boundary, and by 0600 UTC one of these lows was
centered over northeastern Oklahoma. Over the next
few hours this low slowly moved toward the northeast
while the trailing cold front dropped southeastward
across Oklahoma.

During the flight period, the vicinity of the ARM
SGP site was covered by two distinctive cloud layers
(Fig. 9). First, a low-level stratus cloud covered the sky
completely thus providing an excellent target for
THOR halo-based retrievals. The cloud base varied
from 200 to 500 m above the ground (see below), and
the cloud thickness ranged from 500 to 1000 m accord-
ing to the ARM millimeter-wavelength cloud radar
(MMCR). For a brief period around 0600 UTC, the
cloud produced a light drizzle around the ARM site.
The sounding data from 2350 UTC 24 March, and those
from 1150 UTC 25 March (Fig. 9b) (the 0550 UTC
sounding was unavailable), showed that the cloud-layer
mean temperature had dropped from 10° to about
�3°C. Because this latter sounding was obtained about
3 h after THOR data collection had ended, and because
no observed melting layer appears in the ground-based
cloud radar measurements, it is reasonable to assume
that this layer consisted primarily of liquid water drop-
lets. Figure 9c shows that the ARM micropulse lidar
(MPL) clearly detected the cloud base, though it could
not provide information on the clouds’ inside and top,
because cloud droplets quickly scattered the MPL laser
pulses outside its field of view. In contrast, the cloud

radar provided good information on the cloud top and
internal structure (note the presence of two joining sub-
layers in Fig. 9d), but it could not clearly identify the
cloud base, because it is not sensitive to small droplets
that dominate near the cloud base, and because it is not
able to distinguish signals that are reflected by numer-
ous small cloud droplets or by a few large drizzle drops.

The second cloud layer was a layer of highly variable
cirrus clouds approximately 5.5 km above the ground.
Figure 9 shows that for the most part, this cloud was
optically too thin to produce a significant halo, and that
the THOR laser pulses easily passed through it. Still,
the cirrus cloud complicated the retrievals for the low-
level stratus cloud: it scattered parts of the well-focused
downwelling laser pulses into a wider cone, and this
widened the halo observed at the low cloud. This means
that to correctly interpret the halo observations, cloud
retrievals need to properly account for the cirrus
spreading effect. Although flying below the cirrus cloud
can certainly eliminate the retrieval uncertainties
caused by the cirrus, low-altitude observations pose dif-
ferent challenges. Most importantly, the fixed viewing
angles of THOR (see Table 1) imply that if it flies at
lower altitudes, THOR observes smaller areas of a
given cloud top, so in that case even its outermost chan-
nels may see only the relatively inner portions of the
bright halo. [Methods for obtaining close-range halo
observations using even wider fields of views are pre-
sented by Polonsky et al. (2005).]

To provide observations from a variety of conditions,
THOR made passes over the ARM site at several alti-
tudes. The first flight segments were flown at 8 km (well
above the cirrus), then the aircraft dipped to 5.0 km
(just below the cirrus). Subsequently, the aircraft rose
to 6.2 (inside the cirrus), and to 7.3 and 8.5 (above the
cirrus) km. We note that the cirrus cloud thinned out
several times during the flight, and this allowed rela-
tively more simple retrievals for a few segments even
when THOR flew at high altitudes.

Figure 9 also shows that the central channel could
clearly detect the stratus cloud’s cloud-top altitude. To
validate the THOR halo-based cloud thickness retriev-
als, we obtained an independent estimate of cloud
thickness as the altitude difference between the cloud
top observed by THOR and the cloud base observed by
surface instruments at the ARM SGP site. Of the in-
struments available, including the cloud radar, micro-
pulse lidar, and ceilometer, it was determined that data
from the MPL gave the most reliable cloud base. This
conclusion is based on Fig. 10, which shows the time
series of cloud-base height from several sources, includ-
ing the estimated value from the MPL and ceilometer
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instruments and from the calculation of the lifting con-
densation level (LCL) that was derived using tower
data of temperature (T) and dewpoint temperature
(Td) at 25 and 60 m above ground level.

The LCL is calculated as the altitude at which an air
parcel rising dry adiabatically from its current level
would become saturated:

LCL �
T � Td

� � �d
, where �d �

gTd
2

	l
T
; 9�

here � � 9.8 K km�1 is the dry-adiabatic lapse rate, �d

is the lapse rate of dewpoint temperature, g � 9.807
m s�2 is the gravitational acceleration, � � 0.622 is the
gas constant ratio of dry air to water vapor, and l� is the
latent heat of vaporization. The main assumption con-
cerning the LCL calculation is that the mixed layer is
“well mixed” (i.e., the potential temperature and hu-
midity are approximately constant with height). During
our flight, the vertical profile of wind speed obtained
from both soundings and wind profilers near the central

FIG. 9. Observations of clouds encountered during THOR’s flight on 25 Mar 2002. (a) A red–green–blue (RGB) color composite
image of THOR observations taken from a flight altitude of 8540 m. Red is the direct backscatter photon count observed by THOR’s
central channel (channel 1), while green and blue are photon counts observed at two of THOR’s outer rings (channel 5 and channel
8 
 9 
 10, respectively). Therefore, red means single or low-order scattering, while blue indicates multiple high-order scattering. The
cirrus cloud and the very top of the stratus cloud appear bright red due to an intense direct backscatter (though some thick parts of
cirrus appear yellow because of some multiple scattering). The signal received at longer time delays (displayed as if it had returned from
lower altitudes) comes from outer parts of the halo, and so the red signal turns white at first, then green, and eventually blue. The five
colored segments along the x axis represent data records that were used in the retrievals. Although the RGB-coloring scheme does not
show this clearly, the cirrus was much thinner at the retrieval segments than at other times. The abrupt changes in cloud altitude around
0786 and 0798 UTC are caused by the aircraft tilting at turns. (b) SkewT–logp diagram of balloon sounding data from 1150 UTC at the
ARM SGP central facility. The blue and red lines show the vertical profiles of temperature and dewpoint temperature, respectively.
Vertical scaling is height in kilometers (labeled by the black numbers). The cyan, magenta, and green colors represent dry adiabats,
mixing ratios, and saturated adiabats, respectively. (c) ARM MPL-normalized relative backscatter data. The colored dots on this figure
show both the times and the flight altitudes of the data records that were used in the retrievals. (d) ARM MMCR boundary layer mode
data during the flight period.
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facility indicate that a large magnitude of shear existed
throughout the subcloud layer, suggesting that the well-
mixed assumption is valid for this particular event. In
addition, temperature sounding data (Fig. 9b) also in-
dicate a well-mixed subcloud boundary layer, because
T follows the dry adiabat and Td remains nearly con-
stant with altitude. Figure 10 clearly shows that the
MPL cloud-base height is very close to the derived
LCLs from both the 25- and 60-m levels, whereas the
ceilometer is, on average, about 100 m too high.

Note that even though a combination of conventional
airborne lidar and surface-based LCL calculations
could also provide cloud thickness in this case, such
combinations could not match THOR’s capabilities in
remote (e.g., polar and oceanic) areas, where the LCL
is not known accurately. Moreover, in the future, off-
beam lidars could also measure the thickness of cloud
layers occurring at higher altitudes, which are not
coupled to a well-mixed boundary layer.

We also made use of temperature and dewpoint tem-
perature surface data from five nearby Oklahoma Me-

sonet sites to determine the cloud-base height (i.e.,
LCL) time series in these areas (Fig. 11). The figure
reveals that as the cold front passed through the area,
the cloud base rose significantly. As indicated by gray
bars in the figure, cirrus-free THOR retrievals could be
performed at various stages of the cold front’s passage.
Because the cloud base rose most sharply at the central
facility and at the two mesonet stations to the west
[Breckinridge (BREC) and Medford (MEDF)], the
cloud-base height exhibited a great deal of spatial vari-
ability during the flight period, with a maximum change
of up to 350 m from east to west. The predominantly
northeast–southwest orientation of flight tracks al-
lowed THOR to observe clouds having a wide range of
physical thicknesses (Fig. 12). As mentioned earlier, the
aircraft passed near the ARM central facility numerous
times at various altitudes. Most flight paths passed well
within 4 km of the ARM site (this distance is indicated
by a dashed ellipsoid in the map’s projection), although
direct overflight was avoided to prevent interference
with ARM observations. Cirrus-free THOR retrievals

FIG. 10. Cloud-base height determined from the following data sources at the ARM central
facility on 25 Mar 2002: ceilometer (CEIL), 60-m-tower temperature and humidity (TWR60:
at the 60-m level, TWR25: at the 25-m level), EBBR temperature and humidity (at the 2-m
level), and the MPL.
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(indicated by gray bars in Fig. 11) were performed at
the flight segments shown as white in Fig. 12.

We estimated the cloud base at the constantly chang-
ing location of THOR by using a 2D interpolation
scheme that ingested cloud-base values at the central
facility and the five mesonet stations. Figure 13 displays
the interpolated cloud-base values, along with cloud-
top altitudes inferred from THOR channel 1 direct
backscatter data. The high-frequency variability in
cloud base (and to some degree, cloud top) is caused by
the aircraft flying back and forth between the thicker
clouds in the east and the thinner clouds in the west.
The gray bars indicating cirrus-free retrieval segments
(also appearing in Fig. 11) show that retrievals were
performed at a variety of cloud-base and cloud-top al-
titudes. Finally, the bold symbols at the top of the figure
show that THOR approached the central facility up to
less than 4 km at all stages of the flight.

Both estimating the cloud base at the extended fa-

cilities and interpolating these values to THOR’s loca-
tion involve considerable uncertainties. As a result, we
regard the cloud thickness estimates that combined
THOR cloud-top measurements with ARM cloud-base
measurements as most accurate when THOR flew near
the central facility. The other main sources of errors in
estimating cloud thickness by combining THOR chan-
nel 1 with ground-based data fall into the following
three categories: 1) errors in cloud-top height, 2) errors
in cloud-base height at the ARM central facility, and 3)
errors in cloud-base height at the five Oklahoma Me-
sonet stations. Table 3 shows a brief summary of these
errors.

The first source of error in cloud-top height is uncer-
tainty in the aircraft flight altitude. Because of the fail-
ure of other aircraft instruments, flight altitude could be
estimated only from the aircraft’s pressure altimeter,
which can be off by as much as 200 m. To remove any
such biases, we compared cloud-top heights calculated

FIG. 11. Cloud-base heights calculated from temperature and humidity data at five Okla-
homa Mesonet sites [Blackwell (BLAC), Red Rock (REDR), BREC, MEDF, and Newkirk
(NEWK)] and the cloud-base height determined from the micropulse lidar at the ARM
central facility (ARM CF) on 25 Mar 2002. The locations of mesonet sites are indicated in Fig.
12 (the same symbols are used in both figures). The gray bars indicate records used in THOR
retrievals, and are numbered sequentially.
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from THOR’s channel 1 data to those calculated from
cloud radar (MMCR) data at times when THOR flew
within 4 km of the central facility. Although in some
situations the cloud radar’s insensitivity to small drop-
lets makes it difficult to detect the cloud top, the
MMCR cloud-top heights appear to be quite accurate
for this particular night. (A comparison of the central
facility’s sounding data at 1130, 1730, and 2330 UTC
shows good agreement with MMCR cloud tops.) The
average bias, calculated as the mean difference be-
tween the cloud-top heights from THOR and MMCR,
was determined to be �135 m. We removed this bias by
lifting the aircraft and cloud-top altitudes by 135 m.

After removing the systematic bias, the main uncer-
tainty in cloud-top height is caused by the range reso-
lution of instruments. THOR has a bin resolution of
30.8 m, while the cloud radar has a bin resolution of
45 m. Because the maximum error for either instrument
is one-half the respective range resolution, the total
combined uncertainty is around 40 m.

Cloud-base height uncertainty at the central facility
was estimated to be half of the range resolution of the
micropulse lidar (�15 m), except for times between
0530 and 0640 UTC. In this time period both the mi-
cropulse lidar and the cloud radar show the possible
existence of drizzle (Fig. 9), which can cause these in-
struments to underestimate the cloud-base height. In
fact, Fig. 10 clearly shows the lidar observing a cloud
base that is much lower than a cloud base calculated
from either the ceilometer or from the tower and
ground data. This, however, may not mean an error in
MPL cloud-base estimates, because drizzle can saturate
part of the subcloud layer through evaporation, thereby
extending the cloud base downward. Therefore, if one
assumes that the 60-m-tower observation represents a
maximum value for cloud-base height, then the uncer-
tainty can be estimated as the mean difference between
this value and that derived from the lidar (�100 m).

Cloud-base height uncertainty at the surrounding
mesonet sites comes from two main sources: instrument

FIG. 12. Flight track on 25 Mar 2002 over the ARM site. The two arrows on the track show
the heading of the aircraft. The sections of the track colored in white represent data records
that were used in the retrievals. The central facility is indicated by the letter “c” while the
other five symbols represent the locations of Oklahoma Mesonet sites. The thin black lines
represent county boundaries. The Kansas–Oklahoma border lies exactly on the 37° latitude
line. The dashed ellipse around “c” indicates a 4-km distance from the central facility in the
map’s projection.
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uncertainty and the assumption of a well-mixed bound-
ary layer. Instrument uncertainty (�0.5°C in tempera-
ture and �2% in relative humidity) leads to errors of
up to 50 m in the LCL, with the mean error being

around 35 m. To estimate the uncertainty caused by the
assumption of a well-mixed subcloud layer, we refer
back to Fig. 10. This figure shows that the LCL calcu-
lated from energy balance Bowen ratio (EBBR) data is

FIG. 13. Cloud-top and -base heights along the flight track. Upper line segments represent
cloud-top height for valid records (where the aircraft tilt angle was less than 3°). Bottom curve
represents cloud-base height interpolated from the values in Fig. 12. Bold marks at the top of
the plot indicate periods where the aircraft was within 4 km of the central facility (these
records were used to determine the flight altitude bias). The thickness of each mark reveals
the time the aircraft spent within the 4-km range. The gray bars indicate records that were
used in THOR cloud retrievals, and are numbered sequentially. For better readability, the
figure starts at retrieval segment 2 and excludes the much earlier segment 1. The inset illus-
trates the three-segment model of vertical extinction coefficient profile (also shown in Fig. 6e)
that the retrievals chose for all retrievals except 12–14, for which the profile shown in Fig. 6f
worked better.

TABLE 3. Summary of major sources of uncertainty in cloud thicknesses estimated by combining THOR channel 1 data with
ground-based measurements.

Source of uncertainty
Estimated magnitude at the

2002 validation campaign

Cloud-top height THOR and MMCR range resolution �40 m
Cloud-base height at ARM site MPL range resolution �15 m

Drizzle �100 m
Cloud-base height at Oklahoma

Mesonet sites
Instrument resolution �50 m
Assumption of well-mixed subcloud layer �35 m
Drizzle �100 m
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too low when compared with the tower and MPL re-
sults (except when drizzle occurs). The difference is
usually less than 50 m, except during a sharp rise in
cloud base between 0700 and 0720 UTC, when the dif-
ference approaches 100 m. It is possible that the drizzle
created this increase in cloud base and that there is a lag
in surface response to this forcing. Thus, the uncer-
tainty is estimated to be 100 m for periods of drizzle and
sharp rise in cloud base, and it is estimated to be 35 m
for all other times. We note that only two mesonet sites
west of the central facility experienced drizzle with the
associated sharp rise in cloud base (Fig. 11).

These cloud thicknesses (obtained by subtracting
ARM estimates of cloud base from THOR channel 1
estimates of cloud top) were then used to validate the
THOR halo-based retrievals. Figure 14 shows this com-
parison for 16 approximately 5-km-long flight segments
where the cirrus cloud was very thin. (Our current
lookup tables do not consider cirrus effects, so that
thick cirrus makes THOR retrievals overestimate cloud
thickness by hundreds of meters. Improved tables with
cirrus effects included are expected to add many points
to Fig. 14.) These 16 segments were among 21 segments
selected a priori, by visually examining channel 1 data
for information on cirrus thickness. For the remaining 5
of the 21 segments the algorithm returned a result of
“no valid retrieval,” because the deviation D [see Eq.

(8)] exceeded a threshold of 3%. It appears that despite
our guess based on a visual inspection of THOR chan-
nel 1 data, these five segments were contaminated sig-
nificantly by cirrus. [Unfortunately, the lack of aerosol-
free air below the cirrus precluded the use of the trans-
mission loss method (McGill et al. 2003), which could
have provided quantitative estimates of cirrus optical
thickness.] We note that all of the retrievals used the
retrieval parameters listed in section 3b, except that the
weight of channel 6 [W6 in Eq. (8)] is set to zero for a
5-km flight altitude. This was done because the low
flight altitude made channel 6 observe only inner parts
of the diffuse halo, which are not sensitive to cloud
thickness (see Fig. 8). For most retrieval segments, the
agreement between THOR observations and simulated
lookup tables proved best for the three-segment extinc-
tion coefficient profiles (Fig. 6e); the only exceptions
were segments 12–14 for which the profile shown in Fig.
6f worked better. The mean of the absolute value of
differences between thicknesses retrieved from THOR
data and thicknesses obtained by combining THOR
channel 1 with ground data is 30 m.

5. Summary

This paper describes the new airborne lidar instru-
ment called THOR, its data processing algorithms and
retrieval methodology, and illustrates and validates
these using data from the March 2002 THOR validation
campaign. THOR was built to probe the multitude of
clouds that have optical thicknesses larger than about 2.
The inside of these clouds is beyond the reach of con-
ventional lidar, because cloud particles scatter the dis-
tinct laser pulses into a diffuse halo that lies outside the
narrow field of view of conventional lidar. Multiple
wide FOVs allow detailed observations of the reflected
halo from aircraft flying several kilometers above
clouds. Currently, the primary use of halo observations
is retrieving the geometrical thickness of optically thick
stratiform cloud layers, although the retrievals simulta-
neously estimate cloud optical thickness and the verti-
cal profile of cloud extinction as well. THOR also has
potential application to ice, snow, and other multiple
scattering media.

The instrument itself was first described, focusing on
the components most unique to its multiple field-of-
view design. The single most unique component is the
custom-built optical fiber bundle, which funnels pho-
tons collected by the THOR telescope to the appropri-
ate detector. The fibers in this bundle are organized
into concentric rings, each of which collects the signal
that returns from a different ring surrounding the spot
illuminated by the THOR laser. This arrangement al-

FIG. 14. Comparison of cloud thicknesses obtained from THOR
halo retrievals (vertical axis) with those obtained from combining
THOR cloud tops with ARM cloud-base values (horizontal axis).
The numbers inside symbols indicate the time sequence of retriev-
als, as shown in Figs. 11 and 13.
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lows THOR to measure the number of photons return-
ing from the clouds as a function of photon travel time
and radial distance from the illuminated spot. The sig-
nal level is kept high even at the outer, fainter parts of
the halo by making the outer rings increasingly wider.

Next, data processing algorithms developed for
THOR were described. These algorithms estimate
cloud properties—the geometrical and optical thick-
nesses and the vertical profile of extinction coeffi-
cient—by comparing halo observations to lookup tables
that contain simulated THOR data for a wide variety of
clouds. Because of the time-consuming nature of three-
dimensional Monte Carlo radiative transfer simula-
tions, creating sufficiently comprehensive lookup tables
has been a major challenge and has required the devel-
opment of several efficiency-enhancement methods.

The main sources of retrieval uncertainties (such as
cloud variability or observational noise) were dis-
cussed, as were approaches to reducing the uncertain-
ties that are caused by each source. A method of esti-
mating the uncertainty of actual retrievals was de-
scribed. While retrieval uncertainty depends on the
exact situation, the uncertainties estimated for typical
boundary layer cloud retrievals are comparable to the
30-m vertical resolution of the THOR system.

Finally, we described the THOR validation campaign
that took place in central Oklahoma in March 2002.
Data from the first flights aboard the NASA P-3B air-
craft helped test and improve system performance, and
demonstrated that THOR provides high-quality obser-
vations in optically thick clouds. The observations over
an extensive layer of thick stratus cloud were used for
validating THOR cloud thickness retrievals. This vali-
dation compared THOR halo-based cloud thickness es-
timates to cloud thicknesses that were obtained by com-
bining cloud-top altitude from a central narrow-view
channel with ground-based estimates of cloud-base al-
titude at the DOE ARM SGP site. The comparisons
confirmed that the halo retrievals work well, and the
results lie well within the range of uncertainty of
ground-based observations of the cloud base. The av-
erage discrepancy between ground-based observations
and THOR retrievals is 30 m (see Fig. 14), for a range
of thicknesses between 500 and 1000 m.

In addition to estimating physical cloud thickness,
THOR retrievals simultaneously estimate the vertical
extinction coefficient profile and optical thickness. The
retrievals often recognize that the stratus clouds ob-
served during the validation campaign contain two
separate sublayers and, accordingly, choose a three-
segment model of the vertical extinction coefficient
profile (Fig. 6e) in most cases. The retrievals agree with
ARM cloud radar data (Fig. 9d) that the two sublayers

were most distinct around 0600–0700 UTC. THOR es-
timates of optical thickness are higher (	30–35) than
the ARM microwave radiometer (MWR) estimates in
Polonsky et al. (2005). Unfortunately, it is difficult to
evaluate the accuracy of these estimates, because the
discrepancies may come from errors in either THOR or
MWR retrievals or both. The higher THOR estimates
are consistent with the possibility that cloud droplets
were smaller than the 10-�m effective radius that is
used in converting MWR liquid water paths into optical
thicknesses. To fully understand the potential and limi-
tations of THOR extinction profile and optical thick-
ness retrievals, detailed theoretical studies are planned.

Other future developments in the THOR project are
expected in several areas. One area is the further test-
ing and development of cloud property retrieval algo-
rithms. We plan to perform extensive sensitivity studies
on the limitations of cloud thickness retrievals, includ-
ing the maximum thickness that can be retrieved and
the effects of horizontal cloud variability. We also plan
to examine the effects of thick cirrus on THOR retriev-
als and to implement a scheme that accounts for these
effects. In addition, we will also explore the possibility
of THOR retrievals of microphysical cloud parameters.
The microphysical retrievals would complement the
current macrophysical retrievals that focus on the outer
portions of the halo and on the tail of time-dependent
signals (where multiple scattering minimizes the sensi-
tivity to cloud microphysics and maximizes the sensi-
tivity to cloud thickness). By emphasizing more the in-
ner channels and earlier returns, the retrievals may es-
timate particle scattering asymmetry parameter, and
perhaps cloud phase and droplet size or ice crystal be-
havior (Roy et al. 1997). Examining the details of early
returns may provide useful information also on the
overlying cirrus cloud, if the partial spread of down-
welling laser pulses can reveal the shape of the forward
peak of the cirrus scattering phase function.

In the area of technical improvements, we intend to
adapt THOR to perform daytime cloud observations as
soon as suitable spectral filters (now under develop-
ment) become available to sufficiently reduce the ef-
fects of background illumination.

Another area of future development is to expand
THOR capabilities to measure the thickness of snow
cover and sea ice. In situ experiments have demon-
strated the concept of such retrievals using halo obser-
vations (Haines et al. 1997), and theoretical simulations
suggest that low-altitude flights will allow the inner
channels to observe the halo that in sea ice extends only
to a few meters. Eventually, THOR may be upgraded
by increasing its time resolution and by adding several
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more tightly focused channels that can better resolve
the details of halos in snow and ice.

Finally, theoretical calculations of signal-to-noise ra-
tios and considerations of technical issues suggest that
satellite-based halo observations are feasible from low
Earth orbits. For clouds, multiview lidars using current
technology, with parameters similar to those of the Ice,
Cloud, and Land Elevation Satellite (ICESat) (Zwally
et al. 2002), could provide halo observations at a quality
that is comparable to that of THOR. THOR’s ability to
identify the two separate sublayers in the observed
boundary layer clouds even when they were very close
to one another suggests that satellite-based halo obser-
vations could provide useful information on multilayer
cloud situations even when conventional lidars could
not see through the top cloud layer. This would allow
space-based lidars to provide not only improved verti-
cal cloud profiles, but also a more complete coverage of
low-level cloudiness, without encountering the limita-
tions of cloud radars that are not very effective in de-
tecting clouds containing only small droplets, and in
separating clouds from drizzle. As for sea ice, the
smaller halo size would require a tighter focusing of the
laser beam and telescope views than in current and
upcoming space-based lidars, but the necessary im-
provements appear feasible.
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APPENDIX

Calculation of THOR Signal-to-Noise Ratios

If several minutes of THOR observations are avail-
able under unchanging conditions, the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of THOR observations can be deduced
directly from the statistical spread of cobs

i (t) photon
counts observed by channel i at time-delay (or range)
bin t. Unfortunately, suitable steady conditions seldom
occur outside of laboratory experiments. As a result, it
is more practical to estimate the SNR using a theoret-
ical approach, rather than trying to separate noise from
variability in the observed clouds. Noise levels esti-
mated by this theoretical approach have been con-
firmed by laboratory experiments in which a steady
lamp was used to illuminate the THOR telescope. The
theoretical procedure consists of three steps: estimating
the signal strength, the background illumination, and
the SNR itself.

a. Step 1: Signal strength

First, the expected reflectance values Ri(t) can be
obtained through Monte Carlo radiative transfer simu-
lations. These reflectances are related to radiances
through the equation

Rit� �
�Iit�

�laserFlaser
, A1�

where �laser, the cosine of illumination zenith angle, is
equal to 1, because THOR points vertically downward;
Ii(t) is the time-dependent radiance observed by the ith
channel; and Flaser is the flux emitted by the laser. Here
Flaser can be obtained from

Flaser � NpulseEpulse, A2�

where Npulse is the number of laser pulses per second
(1000 s�1), and Epulse is the energy of a single laser
pulse (225 �J).

Next, we can calculate ��, the solid angle that
THOR’s telescope lens occupies in the FOV of an
imaginary observer standing at the cloud top, as

�� � 2��1 � cos�arctan
�tel

zTHOR
��	 �� �tel

zTHOR
�2

.

A3�

In this equation, �tel is the radius of THOR’s telescope
lens, and zTHOR is THOR’s altitude above the cloud top.

Finally, we can combine Eqs. (A1)–(A3) to estimate
the desired signal strength F signal

i (t) as the flux of laser-
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emitted radiation that is reflected from the clouds and
intercepted by THOR’s telescope:

Fi
signalt� � �iIit��� � �i

Rit��laserFlaser

�
��. A4�

Here, �i is the cosine of channel i’s effective viewing
zenith angle (	1).

b. Step 2: Background illumination (solar and
lunar)

To calculate the background radiation reaching
THOR’s telescope, we first need to calculate Fbg

0,i, the
incoming lunar or solar irradiance that would reach the
cloud inside the FOV of THOR’s channel i, in case of
overhead sun or moon:

F0,i
bg � tbinNpulseF0

bgAbg�Ai, A5�

where tbin is the time corresponding to THOR’s 30.8-m
range resolution (2 � 10�7 s), and Fbg

0 is the lunar or
solar irradiance at 540 nm (about 3.6 � 10�6 W m�2

nm�1 or 1.8 W m�2 nm�1, respectively). For solar illu-
mination Abg � 1, whereas for lunar illumination Abg is
the fractional area of the moon’s bright surface—a
value that depends on the lunar phase (0 � Abg � 1).
Finally, �� is THOR’s spectral bandwidth (7 nm), and
Ai is the cloud-top surface area viewed by channel i.
Given channel i’s minimum and maximum viewing ze-
nith angles �min

i and �max
i (see Table 1), Ai can be cal-

culated as

Ai � � � �zTHORtan� i
max � tan� i

min��2. A6�

Knowing Fbg
0,i from (A5) and �� from (A3), we can

calculate the background flux reflected by the cloud
into THOR’s telescope (Fbg

i ) as

Fi
bg � �iIi�� � �i

Ri�0��0F0,i
bg

�
��. A7�

In this equation, Ri(�0) is the clouds’ nadir reflectance
(obtained from Monte Carlo or other radiative transfer
calculations), and �0 is the cosine of the solar or lunar
zenith angle.

c. Step 3: Signal-to-noise ratio

Based on the flux values calculated above, we can
estimate the number of photons counted by THOR de-
tectors as

c i
signalt� � Fi

signalt�tacc� 


lighth
�Ei, A8a�

c i
bg � Fi

bgtacc� 


lighth
�Ei. A8b�

In this equation, tacc is the time interval through which
observations are accumulated (separately for each
time-delay or range bin t ; tacc � 0.5 s). The factor (�/
�lighth) converts fluxes into photon counts, with � being
THOR’s wavelength (540 nm), �light being the speed of
light (3 � 108 m s�1), and h being the Planck constant
(6.63 � 10�34 s J�1). Finally, Ei 	 0.04 is the overall
system efficiency for channel i. The value of 0.04 was
estimated by considering the following photon losses:
15% loss in spectral filters, 50% loss in focal plane
(many lost photons arrive at the focal plane at the un-
avoidable gaps between the fibers, which have circular
cross sections), 4% loss inside the fibers, and 90% loss
at the detector (which detect 1 out of 10 arriving pho-
tons). The approximate magnitude of Ei was confirmed
by the number of lunar photons that were detected
during the field campaign described in section 4. If
needed, the Ei values can be refined using calibration
experiments.

The ci values calculated in (A8) are sufficient for
estimating the signal-to-noise ratio, because virtually all
of the observational noise arises from the random na-
ture of photon arrivals to the detector. This so-called
photon shot noise can be estimated using the theory of
Poisson distributions, which reveals that the uncer-
tainty, or noise, is equal to the square root of observed
photon counts. Therefore, the SNR can be estimated as

SNRit� �
c i

signalt�

�c i
signalt� 
 c i

bg
. A9�

The SNR values estimated for typical observation con-
ditions are discussed in section 3c.
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